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In this article is discovered the complex of historical and legal problems of formation and development of 
Ukrainian national assessors institute. It is analyzed the legal status of national assessors and their place and 
role in soviet legal system. 
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There were historical premises for appear-
ance of national assessors institute at the 

beginning of 20 century. There were different 
forms of people’s participation in judicial process 
that were usual on the lands that were the part of 
Russian Empire before revolution. Some of these 
forms, for example, trial of jury, were serious-
ly criticized by representatives of bilshovitskay 
party. To the point of view of bilshovitskay party 
trial of jury protected the interests of representa-
tives of the highest status. Instead of this, public 
court that based on participation in justice by all 
the members of community did not meet any ob-
jections. 

Till 1917 national assessors institute did not get 
any serious theoretical development in works of the 
leaders of bolshovitskay party. According to the 
class system there are the government arrangement 
and reformation of court system in after revolution 
period. Instead of this the accent was made on the 
necessity of destruction of old government machine 
and court system too. Even in works where the the-
sis about the existence of transitional period was 
and temporary preservation of government mecha-
nism is absent the detailed description of the struc-
ture and principles of new court system. Instead of 
this were proclaimed slogans about establishment 
of control over the court system from the side of 
proletariat by the way of election of judges and 
their participation in court process. But concrete 
forms of people’s participation in realization of jus-
tice were not discussed [2, р. 126].

The first steps in legal mounting of national as-
sessors institute were made during the adoption of 
decrees «About Court». The analysis of its history 
and content shows that bolshoviky did not have 
any idea about character of this institute and its 
role in new model of justice. There were serious 
divergences in points of view on the nature of na-
tional assessors with their partners – left essers. 
The national assessors were just the analogy of the 
trial of jury. The left essers wanted just to liberal-
ize the mechanism of election and to make the post 
of juryman accessible for ordinary people. They 
wanted to extend the sphere of influence in the 
court process and to protect the leader role of pro-
fessional judge. Instead of this bolshoviky thought 
that it is necessary to give the main role in the 
court process to people. 

From the very beginning national assessors 
institute was formed like electoral, temporal and 
collective authority. But during the long period 
of time there were not single approaches both in 

theory and practice according to the membership, 
order of elections, terms of authorities and reasons 
of finishing of them.

There were two or six national assessors in the 
local courts: judge and two assessors considered 
civil cases, judge and six national assessors- crim-
inal cases. In the circuit court this measure was 
increased to four or twelve persons [2, р. 182]. In 
conditions of civil war and uncertainly of loyalty 
in the most part of population, first of all, in the 
country – side areas were brining in indirect elec-
tions, which took place under the control party 
organizations. 

The right to choose the candidates of assessors 
was given to party organizations and to organi-
zations of workers. Instead of this, the choosing 
of candidates was made in the cities by soldiers 
and work deputies. The main feature of this pe-
riod was the absence of demands to candidates of 
national assessors. There was one legal conditions 
of election to the national assessor. There was right 
to choose and to be chosen to Rada. We can come 
to conclusion that national assessor could be cho-
sen among the representatives of work and coun-
try-side population. If only they did not use work-
ers and did not serve in administration or in the 
authority of law and order. Besides, could not be 
elected incapable people and that ones who were 
imprisoned. On practice there were additional de-
mands according to the candidates. These demands 
were followed during advancement of candidates. 

First of all the important features were: loyalty 
to new power, authority in society, appropriate so-
cial origin. The term for accomplishment was from 
six month still one year. The reasons and order of 
preterm finishing of accomplishments in norma-
tive acts were not written. But the character of 
assessor’s mandate said, that it could possibly be 
recalled.

It became usual for Ukrainian and Russian ju-
risdiction the less of wide law, social and economical 
guarantees of national assessors’ activity [1, р. 67].  
Only one exception was in amendment about pe-
cuniary compensation for taking part in court ses-
sion. But during the long period of time it was 
considered like temporary action. It was going to 
make the assessors work free of charge. That is 
why, the most part of population tried to avoid the 
participation in justice accomplishment. In such 
conditions soviet leadership made national asses-
sors’ participation in justice accomplishment oblig-
atory. There were penalties if somebody did not 
take part in justice accomplishment. 
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During soviet court system reformation in 20th 

of 20 century there was legal national assessors 
institute mounting by the way of approval several 
legal acts. Among them were «Act about judicial 
system», Criminal Code, Civil Code. According to 
this document there was a unification of justice 
system. In such way soviet power realized national 
assessors on the level of judicial system. 

In the 20th of 20 century there was optimi-
zation in national assessors’ membership. Gener-
al position of national assessor was not seriously 
changed. The national assessors were equal to pro-
fessional judge. At the same time soviet jurisdic-
tion made some obligations for national assessors: 
presence on court sessions, accomplishment of fare 
decisions [4, р. 14]. 

Besides, in the 20th of 20 century the national 
assessor had to give an account of work. The mech-
anism of privileges for national assessors was im-
proved. The national assessor institute became the 
part of soviet punishment machine that made re-
alization of decisions even when they were against 
the interests of the most part of population. Bad 
influence on the national assessors institute had 
the beginning of the Second World War [5, р. 149]. 

There were some changes in the system of 
Criminal Code. The national assessors were absent 
during court sessions that made the process faster. 
In conditions of war it was very important. Ac-
cept these changes, in general, soviet court system 
saved both in the institute of national assessors 
and old forms of sessions. It was not transformed 
seriously during the war time. 

There were some changes in renovation proce-
dure. In conditions of war the state refused from 
the principle of election during the reformation of 
public courts and turned into setting. The conse-
quence of war was increasing the pressure on the 
national assessors, shortening of human resources. 
The loss made judges to renounce from pre-war 
norms about maximum ten days term of including 
assessors to consideration and two years term for 
fulfil of their authorities. The limitation of public 
courts, jurisdiction, shortening of their quantity 
was temporal. 

When the enemy was driven out from occu-
pied territory, military tribunal became again and 
old forms of court system were renew. The main 
feature of final stage of war was brining in the 
national assessors institute on Ukrainian lands. The 
weakness of soviet power and a big number of 
opposition representatives of local mass, made the 
state to pay attention on the social origin and polit-
ical persuasions of candidates on the post of public 
judges and national assessors. But the process of 
election was just the simple formality. 

In 50-80th of 20th century the national asses-
sors institute was the part of soviet court system 
and was used till the disintegration of USSR. In 
this period the legal base of public court was 
renovated. There were discussions about prob-
lems of elections’ organizations and the work of 
public assessors. It was the possibility of more 
quality and effective work of assessors in courts. 
General tendency was the increasing of the term 
of national assessors’ authorities till 2,5 years in 
70th of 20th century and 5 years in 80th of 20th 
century [6, р. 97].  

Such innovations had dual character. On the 
one hand they decrease participation of state in 
the process of national assessors’ election and 
made it possible to have more practical experience 
for them. On the other hand, they diminished the 
rotation of national assessors and did not attract 
the population to take part in this process for a 
long time [6, р. 99]. 

There was the rise of demands to candidate of 
national assessor. There was the rise of the age for 
person that pretends to this vocation till 25 years. 
Besides, there were no formal demands that were 
followed during elections: the absence of the facts 
of criminal or administration responsibilities, pos-
itive moral status, civil activity and such personal 
qualities as adherence, restraint, an ability to con-
trol the situation, a sense of tact, humanism, an 
ability to analyze the events and phenomena. 

During the long period of time in scientific lit-
erature was discussed the question about the pos-
sibility of introduction of educational qualification 
and election of national assessors only with high 
education. But such approach was against the gen-
eral principles of soviet ideology that is why it was 
refused. 

The procedure of national assessors’ election in 
comparing with previous period did not have seri-
ous changes. The election of candidates was made 
by work collectives and the right of election be-
longed to all full age population that lived in bor-
ders of the court district. The principle of national 
assessors’ election that was fixed in soviet juris-
diction not only gave the ability for population to 
delegate their representatives into court but took 
aside them from their posts too. But realization 
of this article on practice met some barriers. The 
main barrier was uncertainty of taking aside the 
mechanism of assessor. 

Only at the beginning of 80th of 20th century 
there was a number of laws, that regulate the pro-
cedure of preterm finishing of national assessors’ au-
thorities by the way of their taking aside [6, p. 102]. 

The national assessors membership did not 
changed – two participants took part in court pro-
cess. The jurisdiction of this period paid serious 
attention to the organizational and law guarantees 
of realizations of these rights. Among the main of 
them were the right of previous acquaintance with 
materials, the right of self making decisions, and 
the right of «unusual point of view» and so on.

At the same time, the analysis of realization 
of these authorities on practice showed, that the 
most part of national assessors did not hurried to 
use these rights. That is why the most part of re-
searchers marks gradual falling of their actual role 
in court process. Soviet power was trying to over-
come the passiveness of the national assessors in 
60-80th of 20th century. 

It provided the wide complex of measure di-
rected on rising of their activity in court process. 
First of all, there was variety of educational forms 
of state activity: creation of public universities, 
lectures, seminars, practical lessons with justices. 
It was made for raising the level of law education 
of national assessors and giving them necessary 
minimum of information about their own rights 
and obligations. It was very important to raise the 
prestige of national assessor. It was made the cam-
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paign for creation of positive image where were 
showed high moral and professional guarantees of 
assessors. It was developed the system of privileg-
es for participations of court processes [3, p. 51].

At the same time material guarantee of the na-

tional assessor was not made, and even materi-
al compensation could not satisfy the population. 
That is why; in scientific literature of that period 
were often made propositions to create additional 
guarantees for the national assessors.
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